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INDIE VIDEO DIRECTOR PRABIR CHOWDHURY AGREES TO DIRECT THE
UPCOMING FEATURE VIDEO ENTITLED “COLUMBARIUM”
Chicago, IL. (June 21, 2015) Prabir Chowdhury, independent filmmaker will be
signing on as director for the first feature film of the newly formed Indie
production company Deadweight Productions feature, Columbarium.
The much-awaited drama is taken from a short story posted upon the Midwestern
Blog Rant Internet Wordpress based website, in addition to political diatribes
Exist Ants has been the source of much contemporary existential fiction of late.
Chowdhury brings to the table a fresh focus on narrative and film direction born
of the multicultural backdrop of his own native land of India where the subtleties
of storytelling must serve the tastes of a variety of often-disparate audiences
Prabir was engaged in 2014 to collaborate with story author, Scott Becker to help
re-craft and convert the tale from a first person Gothic horror genre to a full-scale
feature view of contemporary American characters corporate cultural values in
conflict with generational Millennial mindsets of entitlement by simple default.
He will take the reigns as director in conjunction with the filmʼs producer to offer
the audience a drama with a conclusion that seemingly following the classic
pattern of Gothic horror will be reflective of the perspective of our times.
Prabir is currently producing his own first feature film entitled Consensual under
his own Mind Frame Sets label, which is scheduled for release by early 2016.
The story focusing upon the rift created by the cultural evolution of modern
American womanhood into a mindset of aggressor every bit as violent and
problematic as that ascribed typically to the male species.
Feature trailers will be available in the coming months on both the Deadweight
Productions website (www.deadweightproductions.com) as well as on Youtube.
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